
Name: ____________________________

After you take a dHL Virtual Tour, answer the following questions to evaluate the tour and
determine whether it met your needs.

Name of dHL Virtual Tour: ________________________________________________________

Virtual Tour URL: _______________________________________________________________

VIRTUAL TOUR YES NO N/A NOTES

NAVIGATION
All features built into a virtual tour that supports your ability to
comfortably navigate and move around the environment

(1) Movement Experience
Were you able to move easily around the space, experiencing a
smooth transition between one point of interest to another?

(2) Freedom of Movement
Were you satisfied with the number of options and places you
could choose to move within the tour’s environment?
Notes: How many options were there? Were there too many
options? Too few?

(3) Spatial Orientation
Did the tour design include a map to support your sense of
direction and location?
Did the map allow you to see your location at all times?
Could you always get back to the beginning?

(4) User Controls and Input Modalities
Did the tour provide on-screen controls to help you explore the
environment?
(e.g. directional arrows, icons to mark points of interest,
interactive anchors - hyperlinked images - to launch video or
audio files or move to a new location, etc.)
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VIRTUAL TOUR YES NO N/A NOTES

INFORMATION PRESENTATION
The ways in which the system presents information to you in the
tour

YES NO N/A NOTES

(1) Visual Information Cues
Did the tour include visual elements/cues to let you know about
available information, options, and interaction opportunities?
(e.g clickable hotspots, labels, dialog windows, hovering media
elements like 2D or 3D images, etc.)

(2) Multimedia Support
Did the tour include additional elements like audio-visual and
textual elements? (e.g. guides, descriptions of items, additional
imagery, audio cues, etc.)

(3) Additional Information
Were there any links to other Internet resources that would help
you understand the subject matter of the tour better?
Notes: Were additional resources needed?

PROACTIVENESS
The degree to which the system helps the user to perform or
follow desired actions and mediates his or her experience

YES NO N/A NOTES

(1) Navigation Proactiveness
Did the tour guide you along from one point of interest to the
next, through a progression of clickable information options and
suggested movements?
Did you feel the tour was predicting your next moves?

(2) Interaction Proactiveness
Did you feel like you were free to explore the tour without being
prompted to choose one path followed by the next?
Did the tour present you with options to interact with clickable
information like text notes, audio-visual cues, message
dialogues, and multimedia?

INTERACTIVITY
The extent to which users can interact with the system

YES NO N/A NOTES

(1) Onboarding Experience
Were you presented with one or more introductory screens and
pathways that gradually guided you as a user, introducing you to
the next available options, interactions, and content?

(2) Interaction with Content/ Exhibits/ Rooms
Were there options to interact with text, audio, and/or video?
Were you able to interact with moveable 3D figures?
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS YES NO N/A NOTES

Was there a place to ask questions or leave feedback about the
tour?

Did the tour make you want to learn more about the topic?

Did the tour allow you to visit a place that you would never be
able to visit in real life?

In your own words, describe taking a virtual tour and compare it with a real tour you have
taken.
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